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#OTalk @OTalk_
Welcome to tonight's research #OTalk with host @anyadei. @bevaturtle is on the #OTalk account with a massive tea to keep me going. Please let us know where you are
joining us from.

#OTalk @OTalk_
A quick reminder of the #OTalk rules: - Be kind to other participants - Respect confidentiality and be careful in sharing information - Keep HCPC guidelines and your
employers' social media policies in mind - Don't forget the hashtag!

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
Hello folks! I am back. #otalk https://t.co/Ebbaq1ezTz

Rupert Leslie  @hoffiOT
RT @OTalk_: A quick reminder of the #OTalk rules: - Be kind to other participants - Respect confidentiality and be careful in sharing information - Keep HCPC guidelines
and your employers' social media policies in mind - Don't forget the hashtag!

Rupert Leslie  @hoffiOT
@BillWongOT Hi Bill :) #Otalk https://t.co/NkR3e0TxMh

#OTalk @OTalk_
@BillWongOT Welcome back to #OTalk @BillWongOT

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@BillWongOT Great to have you with us this evening! #OTalk

Rupert Leslie  @hoffiOT
@OTalk_ @anyadei @bevaturtle Good evening. I'm joining from sunny North Wales tonight. #OTalk https://t.co/UnYcXckE51

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@hoffiOT @BillWongOT And Hi Rupert! #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
#OTalk Hello all  I'm sitting ont sofa with a fluffy puppy at my feet and family around me on their phones. I'm on mine for the best reason though  Looking forward to
this evening's talk

Rupert Leslie  @hoffiOT
@anyadei @BillWongOT Hi Anya. Looking forward to this evening #OTalk

Chantelle Martin T @chaniedavies
@OTalk_ @anyadei @bevaturtle Here cooking dinner in Sussex #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTalk_ @bevaturtle I'm joining from Scotland!  #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Laura_Does Sounds like a lovely set-up! #OTalk
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Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@OTalk_ @anyadei @bevaturtle Hi All, joining in and feeling sorry for myself after a Tooth extraction #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@hoffiOT @anyadei @bevaturtle Hi Rupert, great to have you on board from Wales #OTalk. It is not so sunny here in Northern Ireland

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@chaniedavies @OTalk_ @bevaturtle Anything yummy?! Spagetti, or Bolognese? #OTalk

Hannah Sercombe @hannah_sercombe
@OTalk_ @anyadei @bevaturtle I’m joining from central London - looking forward @anyadei #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@OTalk_ @hoffiOT @bevaturtle Nor her in Scotland either! #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@SamOTantha @anyadei @bevaturtle Oh no Sam, at least no talking required. #OTalk

Rupert Leslie  @hoffiOT
@SamOTantha @OTalk_ @anyadei @bevaturtle Ouch. Hope you have a swift recovery #Otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@hannah_sercombe @OTalk_ @bevaturtle Great to see you here Hannah! #OTalk

MIKASA @PhattyPatty08
RT @BillWongOT: Hello folks! I am back. #otalk https://t.co/Ebbaq1ezTz

Hannah Sercombe @hannah_sercombe
@anyadei @OTalk_ @bevaturtle First #OTalk can you believe it

Rupert Leslie  @hoffiOT
@OTalk_ @anyadei @bevaturtle Move to Wales. It's lovely here :) #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@anyadei @OTalk_ @bevaturtle have not been in Scotland since 2015. That was where I started my cross country trip in the UK to visit some folks from the 

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
So lets kick things off... #OTalk https://t.co/hkmeHgE40c

#OTalk @OTalk_
First Question everyone #OTalk!

Rupert Leslie  @hoffiOT
@anyadei I see them as a continuum. Research enables us to understand what is the most effective treatment/intervention. QI enables us to understand how to best
implement that evidence into everyday practice with consistency and reliability. #OTalk #QITwitter

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@hannah_sercombe @OTalk_ @bevaturtle I can't believe it! I hope you enjoy it  #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei I see them as a continuum. Research enables us to understand what is the most effective treatment/intervention. QI enables us to understand
how to best implement that evidence into everyday practice with consistency and reliability. #OTalk #QITwitter

Rupert Leslie  @hoffiOT
@anyadei QI can lead us to research. Research can lead us to QI. I personally believe that they are so intricately related to each other that if utilised in isolation from
each other we will end up delivering a poorer service. #OTalk #QITwitter

#OTalk @OTalk_
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This is interesting and could help differentiate between research and QI #OTalk

Chantelle Martin T @chaniedavies
@OTalk_ Both valuable..one feels more doable #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei QI can lead us to research. Research can lead us to QI. I personally believe that they are so intricately related to each other that if utilised in
isolation from each other we will end up delivering a poorer service. #OTalk #QITwitter

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@hoffiOT Great explanation! Is there an area in the middle (eg action research) where these two meet along the continuum? #OTalk

ACN @allencognitive
RT @OTalk_: This is interesting and could help differentiate between research and QI #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei From what I read the other day when I first heard the term ( ) - it's often treated as a precursor to research. Because it's not rigorous, I got the impression it
can often be like a trial run before research is done? But I assume it's also beneficial in its own right #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei QI can lead us to research. Research can lead us to QI. I personally believe that they are so intricately related to each other that if utilised in
isolation from each other we will end up delivering a poorer service. #OTalk #QITwitter

#OTalk @OTalk_
What feels more doable to you @chaniedavies ? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@hoffiOT @anyadei agree that they go hand in hand. Sometimes research highlights areas where quality of service needs to be improved. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei I see them as a continuum. Research enables us to understand what is the most effective treatment/intervention. QI enables us to understand
how to best implement that evidence into everyday practice with consistency and reliability. #OTalk #QITwitter

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@chaniedavies @OTalk_ I can guess which one that might be, but don't want to make assumptions?! Can you tell us more about the value of each? #Otalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@hoffiOT @anyadei Oh cool, I'd only really thought about QI  research but can see both routes are good  #OTalk

Hannah Sercombe @hannah_sercombe
@anyadei Already forgot the #OTalk 

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Laura_Does Yes, both have benefits in their own right... depending on the situation! Do you think QI can be rigorous as well? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Laura_Does @anyadei but then sometimes pilot studies can also be trial runs for research, too. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@hannah_sercombe @anyadei Oh no, you're lucky I missed that! #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Love this idea of both QI & research leading to each other, and needing to be integrated! Can you share any examples of that in your own area of practice? #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @anyadei: Love this idea of both QI & research leading to each other, and needing to be integrated! Can you share any examples of that in your own area of
practice? #OTalk
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Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@anyadei Yes, I think that QI informs research and vice versa. Very rarely do life and practice fall neatly into boxes. I think we have to utilise our professional reasoning
to assess a situation and work out do we need a QI tool here, research tool or both. #OTalk #QITwitter

Hannah Sercombe @hannah_sercombe
@hoffiOT @anyadei I hadn’t even thought of this - great food for thought #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@BillWongOT @Laura_Does Is a pilot study research or QI?! #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei I would assume it would have to be fairly rigorous in method but from what I read, I got the impression it's less-so because it's more about one service? I'm not
sure... #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei Yes, I think that QI informs research and vice versa. Very rarely do life and practice fall neatly into boxes. I think we have to utilise our
professional reasoning to assess a situation and work out do we need a QI tool here, research tool or both. #OTalk #QITwitter

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei Yes, I think that QI informs research and vice versa. Very rarely do life and practice fall neatly into boxes. I think we have to utilise our
professional reasoning to assess a situation and work out do we need a QI tool here, research tool or both. #OTalk #QITwitter

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei I see them as a continuum. Research enables us to understand what is the most effective treatment/intervention. QI enables us to understand
how to best implement that evidence into everyday practice with consistency and reliability. #OTalk #QITwitter

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@anyadei Yes, I've got one pre-written ready for question 5. I'll build the suspense until then ;) #OTalk #QITwitter https://t.co/eliFpYj3KN

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Laura_Does I'm not sure either - hence hosting this chat to learn more myself too! I think it depends on how we define rigour (ie well done or publishable in peer
reviewed literature?) #OTalk

Hannah Sercombe @hannah_sercombe
@anyadei @BillWongOT @Laura_Does I was under the impression you couldn’t use data collect from a pilot, as it isn’t considered research? So QI? Or neither 

"

#OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@anyadei @Laura_Does Pilot study will be considered as research IMO. I am on my second one as principle investigator for MSOT student research in the US. 

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@hoffiOT Ooooh I can't wait! #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei @BillWongOT Interesting.. I always forget about pilot studies. I would assume they can be both :) #OTalk

Chantelle Martin 

#

T @chaniedavies
@anyadei @OTalk_ I guess research always felt too distant and academia led whereas when I went on QI course not so daunting and made sense... my recent
reflections on research are changing.. research and evidence can come from a wealth of data or projects for improvements #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei QI can lead us to research. Research can lead us to QI. I personally believe that they are so intricately related to each other that if utilised in
isolation from each other we will end up delivering a poorer service. #OTalk #QITwitter

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Having started to unpick the differences between QI and research, it feels a good time to ask the next question... #OTalk https://t.co/3dq4d5mlOa

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@hannah_sercombe @anyadei @Laura_Does I am part of a cross cultural one that is about to finish (or has already finished). We used what we learned from the pilot
study (which happened in the US) to guide the greater study that would happen in Australia. #otalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei I was thinking rigour in terms of replicable, reliable, etc. I assumed QI wouldn't need to be as rigourous but suspect it could be 

$

 #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
QI can be seen as a route into research for clinical staff, to build confidence, such a great way to think of it, but we do need to break down those barriers between
academia and clinical #OTalk
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Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@Laura_Does @anyadei Not necessarily. QI can be used to spread and scale from one setting into multiple settings. QI starts small but doesn't have to stay that way.
#OTalk #QITwitter

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@chaniedavies @OTalk_ So they can both produce data... which depends what question we want that data to answer... #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Nice launch into Question 2 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @OTalk_: QI can be seen as a route into research for clinical staff, to build confidence, such a great way to think of it, but we do need to break down those barriers
between academia and clinical #OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@anyadei Part of it is about setting out on the right course – are we trying to better understand something or are we trying to improve something? Or both? #OTalk
#QITwitter

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei Part of it is about setting out on the right course – are we trying to better understand something or are we trying to improve something? Or both?
#OTalk #QITwitter

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@hoffiOT @Laura_Does Is that it starts small what makes QI feel more accessible for many OTs in clinical practice? But how often do we scale/spread our
improvements?! And do we have the research to know how best to spread innovations/improvements?! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @anyadei: @hoffiOT @Laura_Does Is that it starts small what makes QI feel more accessible for many OTs in clinical practice? But how often do we scale/spread
our improvements?! And do we have the research to know how best to spread innovations/improvements?! #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@chaniedavies @anyadei @OTalk_ I always thought of research as being too distant from myself to get into, too. But am realising it's about starting in the right place,
and having the connections. So hoping I'll navigate my way into doing research soon enough:) #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei Part of it is about setting out on the right course – are we trying to better understand something or are we trying to improve something? Or both?
#OTalk #QITwitter

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @chaniedavies: @anyadei @OTalk_ I guess research always felt too distant and academia led whereas when I went on QI course not so daunting and made sense...
my recent reflections on research are changing.. research and evidence can come from a wealth of data or projects for improvements #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Excellent Q from Laura! 

%

 #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Building on this concept, I often see QI more as testing small changes, which could easily build up to the development of hypotheses that could then be proven/not
proven through research #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Laura_Does @BillWongOT And this is where I confuse myself! 

&

 #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Laura_Does @chaniedavies @anyadei @OTalk_ take your time... it's better to take some time to find partners that are compatible with you and have similar interests
than finding someone ASAP. Quality of the connections > quantity in this instance. #otalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@anyadei @Laura_Does Really good point Anya. I think QI models and tools are very similar to our clinical models and tools so seem more accessible to us perhaps.
Generally fits well with our desire to do our best and improve the service for and with service users. #OTalk #QITwitter

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@OTalk_ It would be so handy if there was a nice flowchart explaining at what points you can get involved, or forums where you can connect with people already
involved so you can help out before having to start anything yourself as a novice #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei @Laura_Does Really good point Anya. I think QI models and tools are very similar to our clinical models and tools so seem more accessible to
us perhaps. Generally fits well with our desire to do our best and improve the service for and with service users. #OTalk #QITwitter

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Laura_Does: @OTalk_ It would be so handy if there was a nice flowchart explaining at what points you can get involved, or forums where you can connect with
people already involved so you can help out before having to start anything yourself as a novice #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei @Laura_Does Really good point Anya. I think QI models and tools are very similar to our clinical models and tools so seem more accessible to
us perhaps. Generally fits well with our desire to do our best and improve the service for and with service users. #OTalk #QITwitter

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @BillWongOT: @Laura_Does @chaniedavies @anyadei @OTalk_ take your time... it's better to take some time to find partners that are compatible with you and
have similar interests than finding someone ASAP. Quality of the connections > quantity in this instance. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Laura_Does @OTalk_ Before COVID, I did it via an expensive and old-fashioned way. That is why I make appearances at CAOT, WFOT, OT Australia, and WFOT
conferences in addition to US based conferences. #otalk

Hannah Brooks @Brooksie45
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei I see them as a continuum. Research enables us to understand what is the most effective treatment/intervention. QI enables us to understand
how to best implement that evidence into everyday practice with consistency and reliability. #OTalk #QITwitter

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@preston_jenny That's a good way to put it - has clarified things a bit for me 

'

 #OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@anyadei @Laura_Does I was initially reluctant to share wider than my own practice/team as I was concerned I would be perceived as trying to build a name for myself
until a colleague showed me that sharing is simply about trying to help improve services with and for more people. #Otalk #QITwitter

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
I'm sure lovely people on this Twitter chat and more widely in OT can share with @Laura_Does re getting involved in research... #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@Laura_Does @chaniedavies @anyadei @OTalk_ I think it’s also the process too so do you know how/ where to apply for ethics if doing research. Does your trust or
employer have a research team? Sometimes requires a lot of digging that we don’t really have time for #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei Always good to know what you're aiming for in the end, and how to go about that :) #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Wondering if we need to tease out a bit about what we mean by pilot studies i.e. small tests of change or small sample to test methods, measures, intervention? 

Hannah Sercombe @hannah_sercombe
@hoffiOT @anyadei @Laura_Does I think your spot on here - familiarity with tools / methodologies is key - I reckon research is a language we speak more fluently in
training and QI is a language we speak more fluently in practice #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
RT @preston_jenny: Wondering if we need to tease out a bit about what we mean by pilot studies i.e. small tests of change or small sample to test methods, measures,
intervention? #OTalk

Chantelle Martin 

#

T @chaniedavies
QI seems to be something allowed by managers for some if they feel beneficial..research is a pillar of practice for all to get involved in..... controversial i know 

(

 

#OTalk @OTalk_
Definitely so important to share, we can all learn from each other and good for you too! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hannah_sercombe: @hoffiOT @anyadei @Laura_Does I think your spot on here - familiarity with tools / methodologies is key - I reckon research is a language we
speak more fluently in training and QI is a language we speak more fluently in practice #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@hoffiOT @anyadei @Laura_Does There is nothing wrong with sharing your work, or in fact trying to make a name for yourself we only build more as a profession by
people sharing. I’m glad your colleagues supported you in this #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
QI should of course be ethical, but the demands of ethics within research are often more structured, so another thing to consider when making a shift from QI to
research... #OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
Really like this way of explaining some of the differences between QI and research 

⬇

 #OTalk #QITwitter

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@Laura_Does Glad it helped @Laura_Does #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
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@hannah_sercombe @hoffiOT @anyadei @Laura_Does agreed- I still am a bit rusty at times in terms of my research knowledge even though I am leading it. Having
folks getting my back when I am leading thesis groups in the US is SO important. #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @chaniedavies: QI seems to be something allowed by managers for some if they feel beneficial..research is a pillar of practice for all to get involved in.....
controversial i know 

(

 #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Lets get into some of the detail with our next question... #OTalk https://t.co/eCIag0xJRb

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @hannah_sercombe: @hoffiOT @anyadei @Laura_Does I think your spot on here - familiarity with tools / methodologies is key - I reckon research is a language we
speak more fluently in training and QI is a language we speak more fluently in practice #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@SamOTantha @chaniedavies @anyadei @OTalk_ It's true, time restrictions do impact involvement in research. I think I'm lucky in a sense that I don't have a ton of
commitments outside of work (kids etc), so have space to think about things then. I have a really good manager I can talk to at work, thankfully #OTalk

*

Taylor

*

 @taylorw00519708
@anyadei #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SamOTantha: @Laura_Does @chaniedavies @anyadei @OTalk_ I think it’s also the process too so do you know how/ where to apply for ethics if doing research.
Does your trust or employer have a research team? Sometimes requires a lot of digging that we don’t really have time for #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@anyadei Service development, promotion of outcomes for funding can be a major major win for the profession, exploring new ideas and testing the waters 

#OTalk @OTalk_
@SamOTantha @Laura_Does @chaniedavies @anyadei It's important these structures are known and accessible to staff so they can feel empowered to get involved
#OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@anyadei When we know what we should or want to do but we are having difficulty with the implementation of it. #OTalk #QITwitter

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@Laura_Does @SamOTantha @chaniedavies @anyadei @OTalk_ I think time restrictions impacts a lot of things we should be doing in OT, not just research. Finding
balance without going too far into being an overscheduled OT is important! #otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei When we know what we should or want to do but we are having difficulty with the implementation of it. #OTalk #QITwitter

#OTalk @OTalk_
Question 3, time to dig deep: #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @SamOTantha: @anyadei Service development, promotion of outcomes for funding can be a major major win for the profession, exploring new ideas and testing the
waters #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @SamOTantha: @anyadei Service development, promotion of outcomes for funding can be a major major win for the profession, exploring new ideas and testing the
waters #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@OTalk_ @Laura_Does @chaniedavies @anyadei 100% a good time would seem like an induction but also throughout preceptorship. It really does depend on the
culture of an organization #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@hannah_sercombe @hoffiOT @anyadei I agree - I assume it's easier to get involved in QI because people can see the changes that are needed in their own service
and understand the smaller scale change they can have a hand in #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Any particular issues affecting the implementation? #OTalk

Hannah Sercombe @hannah_sercombe
@Laura_Does @hoffiOT @anyadei Agree - and time for it - i feel QI is supported more in practice than research is #OTalk
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Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@hoffiOT So how we ensure this language resonates with our patients/service users if we are involving them in both research and QI? #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@hannah_sercombe @Laura_Does @hoffiOT Why do you think that is? More direct and immediate benefits for the service/practice, which matter esp if you have a
commissioned model? #OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@OTalk_ @SamOTantha @Laura_Does @chaniedavies @anyadei Being part of networks massively helps such as @ahpqi #AHPQI and @ResearchWales
is a UK wide network and has regional connectors in every region of the UK. Get in touch if you're interested, very happy to signpost you in your own regions. 
#QITwitter

Chantelle Martin 

#

T @chaniedavies
@anyadei Demonstrating quick wins in terms of cost saving or patient experience efficiencies (sadly sometimes to fill a staff shortage gap) so managers agree them.
Obviously has much broader worth and value but with current issues managers looking for quick solutions #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@SamOTantha @anyadei I like this - testing the waters. And nderstanding where implementation of change is possible :) #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@chaniedavies Love a bit of controversy #OTalk There also appears to be a bit more sign up by organisations to engage in QI. Certainly in Scotland we have the SCiL
programme which creates lots of opportunities for QI engagement https://t.co/2sjmqJGmO9

Chantelle Martin 

#

T @chaniedavies
@anyadei But I like to stwp back and see how can be used to improve services and patient care #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @preston_jenny: @chaniedavies Love a bit of controversy #OTalk There also appears to be a bit more sign up by organisations to engage in QI. Certainly in Scotland
we have the SCiL programme which creates lots of opportunities for QI engagement https://t.co/2sjmqJGmO9

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Laura_Does @hannah_sercombe @hoffiOT I also find it more satisfying personally (as a very impatient person!) because you get results/impact quicker (if its done
well!), but research, you have to be in for the longer game! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Laura_Does: @SamOTantha @anyadei I like this - testing the waters. And nderstanding where implementation of change is possible :) #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@anyadei @hoffiOT It also depends if the service users are folks from our professional community or not. For me with the research I am involved in, the researchers I am
collaborating with make sure that everyone has equal ownership. But then again, they know I am an OT! #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @hoffiOT: @OTalk_ @SamOTantha @Laura_Does @chaniedavies @anyadei Being part of networks massively helps such as @ahpqi #AHPQI and
@ResearchWales The AHPQI is a UK wide network and has regional connectors in every region of the UK. Get in touch if you're interested, very happy to signpost you
in your own regions. #OTalk #QITwitter

Hannah Sercombe @hannah_sercombe
@anyadei @Laura_Does @hoffiOT Well said - in addition to job role often leaning more towards service promotion than research - not a bad thing, but explains 

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei @hannah_sercombe @hoffiOT That's a good point - research has more elements and strict structure so would most likely take longer. #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Laura_Does: @anyadei @hannah_sercombe @hoffiOT That's a good point - research has more elements and strict structure so would most likely take longer.
#OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei @hannah_sercombe @hoffiOT Yes, I suspect that's exactly right #OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@anyadei Something that drew me to QI was someone saying that the best way to understand if and why a system is working/not working is to spend time with the
people closest to it - staff and service users. I think it should all start and end with coproduction. #OTalk #QITwiter

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@chaniedavies Isn't QI also integral to our professional practice too? But not as 'respected/prestigious' (?) as research from perspective of organisations/managers?
#OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Yes! #OTalk
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#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei Something that drew me to QI was someone saying that the best way to understand if and why a system is working/not working is to spend time
with the people closest to it - staff and service users. I think it should all start and end with coproduction. #OTalk #QITwiter

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@hoffiOT @OTalk_ @SamOTantha @chaniedavies @anyadei @ahpqi @ResearchWales Thank you 

☺

 I will #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@Laura_Does @anyadei @hannah_sercombe @hoffiOT Research is all about the endurance #OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@chaniedavies #OTalk QI does seem to be an approach that is promoted in practice to try and drive changes but needs to a team/ service driven and supported

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@hannah_sercombe @anyadei @Laura_Does @hoffiOT then again... should we be doing BOTH? I say that because while I am doing research, I also try to raise
awareness of OT in role emerging awareness through organizing TEDx events... which OT will be featured in the process as often as I legally can. #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Interesting.. I often see QI more in organisation values and visions more than research? But how that translates to staffs own experience of working in organisations is
very different! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @RosFrench1: @chaniedavies #OTalk QI does seem to be an approach that is promoted in practice to try and drive changes but needs to a team/ service driven and
supported

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
And now let's take look at the other side of the coin... #OTalk https://t.co/Yb5Qx31dgU

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @anyadei: Interesting.. I often see QI more in organisation values and visions more than research? But how that translates to staffs own experience of working in
organisations is very different! #OTalk

Chantelle Martin 

#

T @chaniedavies
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei Something that drew me to QI was someone saying that the best way to understand if and why a system is working/not working is to spend time
with the people closest to it - staff and service users. I think it should all start and end with coproduction. #OTalk #QITwiter

Hannah Sercombe @hannah_sercombe
@BillWongOT @anyadei @Laura_Does @hoffiOT Agree - but often feels there’s more room for QI in discussions #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@hoffiOT @anyadei Definitely. Coproduction is essential to research - something Iearned at my trust's research showcase recently. Apparently funding for research is
impossible without it now - good sign :) #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
We're past the halfway point and then some. Question 4 #OTalk

Hazel Roddam @HazelRoddam1
RT @OTalk_: Question 3, time to dig deep: Question 3, time to dig deep: #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@OTalk_ @Laura_Does @anyadei @hannah_sercombe @hoffiOT and it also requires a lot of strategic planning. With the current cross cultural research I am a part of
right now, the primary researchers have to think of different scenarios of the research's turnouts. #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@RosFrench1 @chaniedavies Yes, that team buy-in is critical to improvements getting implemented (and critically, maintained!) #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei Hmm, I was thinking more about getting changes in practice adhered to, or getting other services on board when it's shown the benefits of these changes.
Maybe because it's more well known and therefore respected? 

,

 #OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@OTalk_ When we are working in new or novel settings – need to better understand if we are making a situation better or worse with our interventions. #OTalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@hannah_sercombe @anyadei @Laura_Does @hoffiOT This year I am organizing 6! Nobody else in OT is even at 1 yet. I am trying to achieve both quality AND
quantity in this space. #otalk in 2 weeks will be about one of the talks I produced.

#OTalk @OTalk_
So it's when we move to larger scale, permanent implementation that research is needed? #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Laura_Does Really interesting to think about the 'weight' of research and its respect... do different types of research help with this more? I'm thinking about the
evidence hierarchy (https://t.co/rkAsNsxuny) and what audience we have... #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @hoffiOT: @OTalk_ When we are working in new or novel settings – need to better understand if we are making a situation better or worse with our interventions.
#OTalk #QITwitter

Ros French @RosFrench1
@anyadei #OTalk I think of QI more as an approach the what, why, how etc and research is the evidence behind it. Research involves ethical approval?

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@anyadei @chaniedavies Is there also something about accessibility too #OTalk? Many colleagues believe research is outside of their limits and don’t aspire to engage.
Of course research is more than participation in studies. Some might argue QI is all about run charts. Time for some myth bursting.

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@hoffiOT @OTalk_ and in research, I know I have to fake it til I make it when it comes to cross cultural research. It's a fun learning experience for a research newbie, but
also one that paying attention to potential pitfalls is EXTRA important. #otalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@OTalk_ I assume so 

$

 I'm not sure of course. Just heard about QI. But it's what it sounds like #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Agree re myth busting! Each area of research and QI offers so many varied approaches to tackle a question or situation - so much more than just statistics or a process
map! #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
@anyadei whipping out the hierarchy of evidence, expanding our thinking to actual types of studies and which are considered to be of greater value, rightly or wrongly
#OTalk

Ros French @RosFrench1
@anyadei #OTalk so you know what needs addressing and why and how to do so?

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @preston_jenny: @anyadei @chaniedavies Is there also something about accessibility too #OTalk? Many colleagues believe research is outside of their limits and
don’t aspire to engage. Of course research is more than participation in studies. Some might argue QI is all about run charts. Time for some myth bursting.

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei Interesting! Another great diagram Anya 

-

 Yes, I had this sort of thing in mind. It's hard enough to get people to engage in reading the literature around
research that's been done. If it's got weight to it then are they more likely to adopt changes? #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @anyadei: Agree re myth busting! Each area of research and QI offers so many varied approaches to tackle a question or situation - so much more than just statistics
or a process map! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @preston_jenny: @anyadei @chaniedavies Is there also something about accessibility too #OTalk? Many colleagues believe research is outside of their limits and
don’t aspire to engage. Of course research is more than participation in studies. Some might argue QI is all about run charts. Time for some myth bursting.

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@preston_jenny @anyadei @chaniedavies Definitely need more myth busting sessions about both QI and research. The best way I've found to discuss it is relating it to
our clinical skills for example how the OT assessment process and PDSA cycles are similar etc #OTalk #QITwitter

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Laura_Does @OTalk_ Interested to hear how improvement methodologies were taught on your course? We have lecture series on research methodologies, and I was
lucky to have a little bit on improvement as well #Otalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@RosFrench1 @anyadei Are we convinced QI investigates the why and how? I worry that sometimes QI doesn’t fully explore these aspects #OTalk

Diverse Alzheimers @DiverseAlz
We often wonder about the role of occupational therapists in dementia care and must really invite somebody to come and chat with us re: dementia. Cc @OTalk_
Have forgotten who we follow! #diversealz
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Ros French @RosFrench1
@anyadei #OTalk Have the evidence-based and clinical reasoning behind the decisions?

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@hoffiOT @preston_jenny @chaniedavies I like the way you translate them to clinical skills that resonate! #OTalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@preston_jenny @anyadei @chaniedavies agreed! I know in my clinical work setting in the US, my company doesn't even have an ethics board! So, my way to work
around this accessibility issue is proactively networking to find someone who is willing to take a chance on me as a team member. #otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @hoffiOT: @preston_jenny @anyadei @chaniedavies Definitely need more myth busting sessions about both QI and research. The best way I've found to discuss it
is relating it to our clinical skills for example how the OT assessment process and PDSA cycles are similar etc #OTalk #QITwitter

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei @OTalk_ I've heard of service improvement, audit, and research, which were definitely taught on my course, and we did projects on them. I've been involved
in audit and SI at work. But QI just sounded like SI to me, until I clicked on one of your links Anya 

.

 #OTalk

Dr Helen Findlay @helenfindlay
RT @DiverseAlz: We often wonder about the role of occupational therapists in dementia care and must really invite somebody to come and chat with us re: dementia. Cc
@OTalk_ #otalk. Have forgotten who we follow! #diversealz

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Time for our last question... #OTalk https://t.co/PSgAFzHluU

Ros French @RosFrench1
@anyadei #OTalk working as a team collaborative to decide on how and what to focus on first

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@OTalk_ @anyadei Agree with you rightly or wrongly.. that’s a whole #OTalk in itself. Perhaps another talk idea @bevaturtle @preston_jenny @NikkiDanielsOT

Georgia Riga @Spourgitaki
@anyadei @chaniedavies I see QI as a building material, a pillar for developing research skills. Not as easy to construct and deliver, as many would argue. And, no, it’s
not limited to an audit #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
This sounds a bit like the basis of an @OTnews article Rupert... 

/

 #OTalk

Janis Cottee @janis_cottee
RT @DiverseAlz: We often wonder about the role of occupational therapists in dementia care and must really invite somebody to come and chat with us re: dementia. Cc
@OTalk_ #otalk. Have forgotten who we follow! #diversealz

#OTalk @OTalk_
With ten minutes to go, here is Question 5 #OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@anyadei @Laura_Does @OTalk_ That's something that @VeseyPete @sforrester9 @rebeccalewis391 and I have been discussing. We don't recall much of a focus on
QI at undergraduate level but I think this is improving in university curriculums. #OTalk #QITwitter

Ros French @RosFrench1
@preston_jenny @anyadei #OTalk I don’t think it always does - but I think it should be a consideration!

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Another QI myth busted!

0

 #MoreThanAudit #Otalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@anyadei @OTnews Funny you should say that @anyadei ..... @VeseyPete @sforrester9 @rebeccalewis391 and I have been talking about that earlier this year. 
#QITwitter

#OTalk @OTalk_
RT @Spourgitaki: @anyadei @chaniedavies I see QI as a building material, a pillar for developing research skills. Not as easy to construct and deliver, as many would
argue. And, no, it’s not limited to an audit #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Laura_Does @OTalk_ ah ha! The terminology does make this all pretty complicated doesn't it! #Otalk
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Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
@anyadei I am actually tempted to lead this research idea without my collaborators. The idea is- how do we get OT practitioners and students to vote in our national
associations' elections/voting efforts? This is at least an US and UK issue! #otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Laura_Does @OTalk_ Although I think they share many of the same core principles! #Otalk

Bill Wong, OTD, OTR/L @BillWongOT
RT @Spourgitaki: @anyadei @chaniedavies I see QI as a building material, a pillar for developing research skills. Not as easy to construct and deliver, as many would
argue. And, no, it’s not limited to an audit #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@hoffiOT @anyadei @Laura_Does @OTalk_ @VeseyPete @sforrester9 @rebeccalewis391 I must admit it’s something I barely discuss with students! We defiantly tend
to focus on EBP from a research perspective- Something for me to reflect on #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei @OTalk_ I'm always confused 

1

 it's nothing new for me #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@Laura_Does @OTalk_ Me neither! And most of the time, thats why I love OT, so much to try and understand! #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei @OTalk_ Always learning 

-

 #OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@anyadei The ward team I was part of utilised QI approach to reduce restrictive practice Interest from others re the methods and approach we utilised resulted in a
coproduced article to share our collective story to help inform practice in similar settings https://t.co/6pGK7wCryM #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@hoffiOT @OTnews @VeseyPete @sforrester9 @rebeccalewis391 Well... now you have tweeted it, thats like making the plan official, so I look forward to reading it! (PS
you should be careful what you mention on a Twitter chat - thats how I ended up hosting this one via @preston_jenny 

"

) #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Great point from Samantha here! What take home points is everyone reflecting on? #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@hoffiOT Brilliant - will read the article later this evening! #Otalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
Great to see a QI approach in practice and something for us all to read! #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei The ward team I was part of utilised QI approach to reduce restrictive practice Interest from others re the methods and approach we utilised
resulted in a coproduced article to share our collective story to help inform practice in similar settings https://t.co/6pGK7wCryM #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
But what an amazing job you have done @anyadei . Look out everyone else, I’m making notes 

1

 #OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@anyadei @preston_jenny @chaniedavies Can't claim the original thought for that one Anya. Spoke to a lot of brilliant AHPs who helped shape my thoughts on that one.
#OTalk #QITwitter #AHPQI

Chantelle Martin 

#

T @chaniedavies
@hoffiOT @anyadei @preston_jenny Sharing the love ❤#OTalk and the best practice with humilty

#OTalk @OTalk_
Oh my goodness, it is 9pm already. Thank you to @anyadei for a whirlwind of a chat! Thanks to everyone for your contributions, lots of brilliant responses for us all to
reflect on and hopefully we know a bit more about QI #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
Yikes, how is it 9pm already! Thank you everyone - and esp @bevaturtle for doing such a fab job her first time behind the @OTalk_ account this evening! 

2 2 2

#OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@Laura_Does @anyadei @OTalk_ Definitely join in some networks Laura. My best learning comes from being part of a community - thinking aloud and listening to
others talk and articulate ideas. #OTalk #QITwitter
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Anya de Iongh @anyadei
RT @OTalk_: Oh my goodness, it is 9pm already. Thank you to @anyadei for a whirlwind of a chat! Thanks to everyone for your contributions, lots of brilliant responses
for us all to reflect on and hopefully we know a bit more about QI #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@anyadei Do a bit of homework and ask at work what kinds of research/QI/etc people are doing so I can get involved:) essentially opening up my original plan of getting
into research #OTalk

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@anyadei @bevaturtle @OTalk_ Well done @bevaturtle great job 

3

 #OTalk

Chantelle Martin 

#

T @chaniedavies
Can I say I like both and want to do more? #OTalk like idea of mythbusting article

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@anyadei @bevaturtle @OTalk_ Thank you both @anyadei and @bevaturtle so, so much for a wonderful chat and for stepping in at such short notice allowing me to
celebrate husband’s birthday #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@hoffiOT @anyadei @OTalk_ Exactly my thought:) hence why I'm more eager to get involved in conversations around research and QI etc. Just have to get over my
anxiety about not knowing enough to get started #OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@anyadei @bevaturtle @OTalk_ Wow! That has gone so quickly! Thank you all. Really enjoyed chatting with you all and learning together. Still got lots to read back on
so will be hear for while. #OTalk #QITwitter https://t.co/A9W3ppqSVb

Samantha Tavender @SamOTantha
@OTalk_ @anyadei Thankyou @anyadei, great chat lots to reflect on was a good distraction from the tooth 

4

 #OTalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@SamOTantha @OTalk_ Ohhh hope the pain eases soon for you! #Otalk

Anya de Iongh @anyadei
@hoffiOT @bevaturtle @OTalk_ I need a rest after it all, but will be catching up on what I missed in the pace of it all tomorrow! #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
#OTalk Big thanks to @anyadei and @bevaturtle for hosting tonight 

'

 Very interesting and much appreciated. Was great to connect with others on this topic and learn
new things!

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@anyadei @hoffiOT @bevaturtle @OTalk_ Remember the full transcript will be available in a few days #OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
@Laura_Does @anyadei @OTalk_ 2 of my favourite quotes - the one in the picture and the other is the Welsh Football one: Gorau Chwarae Cyd Chwarae - Team Play
is the Best Play. #OTalk #QITwitter https://t.co/WD1xoMas1t

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@rebeccalewis391 @hannah_sercombe @OTalk_ @hoffiOT @anyadei Learning about research methods is almost never ending it seems 

.

 I struggled with it in my
degree, too. But little by little, it starts to click. I hope you feel more on top of it soon #OTalk

Laura !"#$!"#$ @Laura_Does
@hoffiOT @anyadei @OTalk_ Love them 

☺

 they're very true #OTalk

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
Love this description @rebeccalewis391 

2

 #OTalk #QITwitter #AHPQI

Hannah Sercombe @hannah_sercombe
@rebeccalewis391 @OTalk_ @hoffiOT @anyadei @Laura_Does With you on this - currently at the end of my MASc and only have I understood it this year! 

Hannah Sercombe @hannah_sercombe
@anyadei @bevaturtle @OTalk_ Thanks @anyadei - what a fab first #OTalk

Pete Vesey @VeseyPete
Yes I keep meaning to ask if you spoke with Tracey Samuel about us writing something?

Catherine McNulty (pronouns she/her) @cathymc9781
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@OTalk_ @anyadei @bevaturtle Hello #OTalk I am a late lurker

Rupert Leslie 

!

 @hoffiOT
#OTalk

Catherine McNulty (pronouns she/her) @cathymc9781
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei Yes, I think that QI informs research and vice versa. Very rarely do life and practice fall neatly into boxes. I think we have to utilise our
professional reasoning to assess a situation and work out do we need a QI tool here, research tool or both. #OTalk #QITwitter

OT Sophie @OTSophie
@hannah_sercombe @hoffiOT @anyadei @Laura_Does Yes Hannah I agree with this!! Always hear the term QI in practice in terms of projects to get involved in,
NEVER research! #OTalk

Amy Mitchell @AmyMitchellOT
RT @hoffiOT: @anyadei The ward team I was part of utilised QI approach to reduce restrictive practice Interest from others re the methods and approach we utilised
resulted in a coproduced article to share our collective story to help inform practice in similar settings https://t.co/6pGK7wCryM #OTalk

Fiona Hegarty @FeHOT_KOP
@preston_jenny @RosFrench1 @anyadei If we don't do why and how then how can you know what needs to be improved and an improvement has occurred 
Honda advert ... always trying to improve #OTalk https://t.co/tAkbZuEA1e

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@FeHOT_KOP @RosFrench1 @anyadei I guess that’s my point @FeHOT_KOP change doesn’t always mean improvement so we must make sure that the what why
and how is always included. There are many examples of change that don’t necessarily show the evidence of improvement unfortunately #OTalk

Ruth Laws 

5

 @ruth_laws
@anyadei #OTalk I like and agree with @hoffiOT about them being a continuum and they can lead to each other. Perhaps QI feels more achievable as a clinical
practitioner who doesn’t have a lot of experience in research, and uses research to help inform an evidence base for QI.

Ruth Laws 

5

 @ruth_laws
@anyadei #OTalk on a practical level, knowing the difference helps you navigate what you need to pull together to do for QI vs research. Perhaps knowing the
differences can also help give you and idea of the viability of them, and one may be needed to support the viability of the other.

sarah downie @sarahdownie11
RT @preston_jenny: Building on this concept, I often see QI more as testing small changes, which could easily build up to the development of hypotheses that could then
be proven/not proven through research #OTalk

#OTalk @OTalk_
#OTalk – Tuesday 12th July 2022 – Learning Styles: common sense or a common fallacy? https://t.co/xNEPiKpBKn

Dr Jane Hibberd @JaneHibberd20
RT @anyadei: Yikes, how is it 9pm already! Thank you everyone - and esp @bevaturtle for doing such a fab job her first time behind the @OTalk_ account this evening!

2 2 2

 #OTalk

Dr Jane Hibberd @JaneHibberd20
RT @anyadei: Love this idea of both QI & research leading to each other, and needing to be integrated! Can you share any examples of that in your own area of
practice? #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
Quite excited about this one with @smileyfacehalo given that I used to teach Learning Styles on the Practice Educators courses over many years. Might even generate
some controversy … surely not 

(

 #OTalk

Chantelle Martin 

#

T @chaniedavies
Looking forward to this one. Always used and found useful (to a point) but my own learning style has changed and leadership courses showed me other personality
profiles that broaden the knowledge of myself.... always most important to focus on individual needs first....

Margaret Spencer MA @margaretOT360
Mmmm interesting sadly (or happily) will be on a plane to Greece will catch up later #OTalk

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@chaniedavies @smileyfacehalo Perhaps I should have said apart from @chaniedavies 

(

. Just kidding, you know we relish healthy discussion and debate 

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@chaniedavies @smileyfacehalo 

6

 and it’s started already 

1

 #OTalk

Sharon@OT @SharonOTUclan
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 12th July 2022 – Learning Styles: #OTalk – Tuesday 12th July 2022 – Learning Styles: common sense or a common fallacy?
https://t.co/xNEPiKpBKn

Ros French @RosFrench1
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Free Analytics and Transcripts for #OTalk

@preston_jenny @smileyfacehalo Looking forward to it after a discussion on learning styles came up on a previous #OTalk always good to have a healthy debate and
learn and develop your own practice.

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@RosFrench1 @smileyfacehalo That was the catalyst for this discussion. Really interested to hear your thoughts next week @RosFrench1 #OTalk

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
Super excited to have worked on this one with THE @preston_jenny … Ted Talk clip is a must try to watch it before next weeks #OTalk and hold on to your hats….
Perspective shift inbound ….

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@smileyfacehalo Fessing up here that I’m a loyal fan of Learning Styles but prepared to be convinced otherwise so eagerly awaiting inbound perspective shift 

&

 

Dr Nikki Daniels @NikkiDanielsOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 12th July 2022 – Learning Styles: #OTalk – Tuesday 12th July 2022 – Learning Styles: common sense or a common fallacy?
https://t.co/xNEPiKpBKn

Chantelle Martin 

#

T @chaniedavies
@smileyfacehalo @preston_jenny Ahh but was that what we were really doing..bri ging co tent and meaning to learning realayed to individual without knowing... 
can't wait for this!#OTalk. Ps are hashtags mandatory in pre chat too? (Avoiding naughty step)

Dr Jenny Preston MBE @preston_jenny
@chaniedavies @smileyfacehalo I’m not sure we’ve ever had this level of pre-chat before. We just can’t wait 

1

. Helpful to use the # to keep it all connected I would
think but can my far more knowledgeable colleagues please advise #OTalk

Dawn Drury @DDawnOT
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 12th July 2022 – Learning Styles: #OTalk – Tuesday 12th July 2022 – Learning Styles: common sense or a common fallacy?
https://t.co/xNEPiKpBKn

Sam Pywell @smileyfacehalo
@chaniedavies @preston_jenny Might need to bring in #LTHEChat colleagues …. #LearningStyles anyone …. Any comments?… #OTalk

Sharon@OT @SharonOTUclan
RT @smileyfacehalo: Super excited to have worked on this one with THE @preston_jenny … Ted Talk clip is a must try to watch it before next weeks #OTalk
to your hats…. Perspective shift inbound ….

Sharon@OT @SharonOTUclan
RT @preston_jenny: Quite excited about this one with @smileyfacehalo given that I used to teach Learning Styles on the Practice Educators courses over many years.
Might even generate some controversy … surely not 

(

 #OTalk

Helen OTUK @Helen_OTUK
RT @OTalk_: #OTalk – Tuesday 12th July 2022 – Learning Styles: #OTalk – Tuesday 12th July 2022 – Learning Styles: common sense or a common fallacy?
https://t.co/xNEPiKpBKn

nursesKidONE @nursesKidONE
RT @DiverseAlz: We often wonder about the role of occupational therapists in dementia care and must really invite somebody to come and chat with us re: dementia. Cc
@OTalk_ #otalk. Have forgotten who we follow! #diversealz

TinyEYE Therapy Services @TinyEYETherapy
Looking for therapy that is highly engaging & proven to drive student success? Download our free Online Therapy School Guide at the link in our bio! #telehealth
#teletherapy #specialeducation #speechtherapy #mentalhealth #occupationaltherapy #schoolguide #SLPeeps #OTalk #TinyEYE https://t.co/7M42IZb29p

Paul Howard @PaulHoward_IMIT
RT @TinyEYETherapy: Looking for therapy that is highly engaging & proven to drive student success? Download our free Online Therapy School Guide at the link in our
bio! #telehealth #teletherapy #specialeducation #speechtherapy #mentalhealth #occupationaltherapy #schoolguide #SLPeeps #OTalk #TinyEYE https://t.co/7M42IZb29p

Carolyn Hay 

7 8

 @CarolynHay
This will be really interesting! Looking forward to Tuesday.
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